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About One Mint

The Ultimate
NFT Launchpad
ONE-STOP NFT SOLUTION

One Mint is the ultimate solution for anyone looking to create and

launch their own NFT collection without needing to write a single

line of code. As the leading no-code NFT launchpad, 

One Mint offers a comprehensive suite of tools to help you create

and manage your NFTs, including a no-code NFT generator, smart

contract generation, project management tools, and more.

Jungle Ape Created with One Mint A.I.
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About One Mint

Our platform is built on top of some of the

most prominent and important blockchains in

the industry, including Ethereum, Polygon,

Solana, Multiversx, Aptos, Aave, & Binance.
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With One Mint, you can also easily create dynamic NFTs that can

be upgraded and customized to provide an innovative experience

to your audience, while enjoying the benefits of seamless platform.

One Mint's suite of tools offers unparalleled features for NFT

creation, including a state-of-the-art NFT Generator at a highly

competitive price.
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Making Things As
Simple As Possible

Just some Art
Made with love with One Mint A.I.

About One Mint
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The biggest benefit of using One Mint is understanding

it as a launchpad - it provides users with a one-stop tool

for creating, generating, and managing NFT projects. 

Even after generating a collection and deploying it to

the desired blockchain, users can use our Team Pass*

and/or Community Pass** to enhance the project build-

up and further develop their ventures.
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Key Features

Our Services
Why Choose Us ?

At One Mint, our no-code NFT tools come packed with an array of features

that make it easy for artists, brands, and companies to generate, deploy,

and manage their NFT collections. Some of our key features include:

No-Code NFT
Generator 

One Mint's No-Code NFT Generator is

the most powerful tool on the market,

empowering users to easily generate,

deploy, and mint their own NFT

collections without writing any code.

01

Smart Contract
Generation

Our smart contract generation tool

helps users create and deploy

custom smart contracts for their NFT

collections without writing a single

line of code.

02

Project
Management

Access-List Manager enables users

to manage their project, how may

access the pre-mint, who can buy,

sell, or trade their NFTs, giving them

greater control over their collections.
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Dynamic 
NFTs

Our dynamic NFTs feature enables

users to create upgradable traits and

add-ons, introducing new revenue

streams through the sale of these

additional NFTs.

04
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Key Features

Our Services
Why Choose Us ?

With these key features and more, One Mint provides

the most powerful no-code NFT tools in the market.

 

Traits
Marketplace

Our traits marketplace is the one-stop-

shop for users to upgrade their

dynamic NFTs and swap out different

traits, enhancing the value of their

collections.

05

White-Label
Solutions

Our white-labeled solution allows

users to fully customize the branding

of their NFT collections, creating a

seamless experience for buyers.

06
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Industry's Choice

Generator
No-Code NFT

The First & Most Used 
NFT Generator
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"One Mint's No-Code NFT

Generator is the most

powerful tool on the market.

It mpowers users to easily

generate, deploy, and mint

their own NFT collections

without writing a single line of

code."
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First, users can choose to create a collection

from scratch or use a pre-existing template. Our

templates cover a wide range of NFT categories,

such as art, gaming, and music.

Users can then customize their NFT by uploading

their artwork, selecting a name, and adding a

description. Our NFT Generator supports various

file types, including PNG, GIF, and MP4.

Next, users can add traits to their NFT, such as

rarity, metadata, and attributes. They can choose

from our pre-built traits or create custom ones.

After setting up the traits, users can preview their

NFT before minting. They can also simulate how

their NFT will look with different traits, allowing

them to fine-tune their NFT's appearance.
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Once they are satisfied with the NFT's appearance, users

can choose to mint their NFT on their desired blockchain.

Our NFT Generator supports various blockchains, such

as Ethereum, Polygon, Solana, and Binance.

Users can then share their NFT with their audience or

use our team pass and/or community pass to enhance

their project.

Our No-Code NFT Generator is the most advanced on

the market, featuring a layer sorting algorithm and a

complex rarity rule set up for traits and layers. Users can

use the standard or advanced mode, depending on their

NFT creation needs. Plus, our team of experts is always

ready to help users achieve success.

Create and deploy their own NFT collections quickly &
easily, without writing a single line of cod
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Top Tier Decentralization

Smart Contract
Generation

Secure & Optimized

One Mint's smart contract generation tool

provides an easy, cost-effective solution for

creating and deploying custom smart

contracts for NFT collections. 

With just a few clicks, users can generate a

secure and validated smart contract for

their NFT collection at a fraction of the cost

that a solidity developer would charge.
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An Awarded ProductAudited
& Tested

One Mint's smart contract is highly secure and

validated, providing users with peace of mind

when deploying their NFT collection. 

Through One Mint's dashboard, users can easily

interact with their smart contract by pausing,

changing URI, transferring ownership, changing

the token's price, and even airdropping NFTs

without writing a single line of code.

By using One Mint's smart contract generation

tool, users can save both time and money, while

maintaining complete control over their NFT

collection.
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One of the key features of One Mint's no-code

NFT tools is the Access-List Manager, which

enables users to manage who can buy, sell,

or trade their NFTs. With this feature, users

can easily whitelist or blacklist specific

addresses, ensuring that their NFTs are only

available to a select group of people or that

certain individuals are excluded from

participating in NFT transactions.
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Project 
Management
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"Managing an NFT Project      
    has never been simpler"

The Access-List Manager is a powerful tool that can be

used to prevent unwanted activity in the NFT market,

such as scalping or price manipulation. By controlling

who can access and trade their NFTs, users can protect

the value of their collections and ensure a fair and secure

marketplace for buyers and sellers.

To use the Access-List Manager, users simply need to

input the addresses they want to whitelist or blacklist into

the One Mint dashboard. From there, they can easily

manage the list and update it as needed. The feature is

designed to be user-friendly and intuitive, allowing even

those with no coding experience to take full control over

their NFT collections.
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With the Access-List Manager, users can feel

confident that their NFTs are protected and that they

have the ability to control who can access and trade

them. This is just one of the many powerful features

that One Mint offers to make NFT creation and

management as easy and efficient as possible.



Upgradable Traits

Dynamic NFTs

Dynamic NFTs are a new type of NFT

that offer a unique and engaging user

experience. They consist of a base

NFT token, following the ERC-721

standard, which is composed of a

base character, avatar, or land lot with

predetermined traits. These traits can

be upgraded or exchanged with other

traits, which are created as separate

NFTs on the ERC-1155 standard and

are themselves - also - tradable. Sc
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Enhance your NFTs

With One Mint's dynamic NFTs, users can add

new traits to their existing NFTs, such as

changing the artwork, updating metadata, or

adding new features. This allows users to

create new versions of their NFTs that can be

sold as unique, limited-edition collectibles.

Dynamic NFTs provide several benefits for

creators, including the ability to generate

recurring revenue streams and engage their

collectors over a longer period of time. With the

potential for continued updates and

improvements to the NFT, collectors are

incentivized to hold onto their tokens and

purchase additional ones to complete their

collection.
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Impact on Rarity
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One Mint

Ahead of the Curve

Innovation at its finest.
Dynamic NFTs are great for brands and businesses

that want to create ongoing engagement with their

audience. By creating a series of limited-edition

dynamic NFTs, companies can foster a community 

of collectors who are passionate about their brand

and interested in the ongoing evolution of their NFT

collection.

Overall, dynamic NFTs are a game-changing feature

of One Mint's no-code NFT generator, offering

creators and businesses the ability to create more

engaging, valuable, and profitable NFT collections.
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The Traits Marketplace offers a wide range

of traits that users can purchase and add

to their dynamic NFTs. These traits are

offered by creators and other users,

making it a collaborative platform for NFT

creation and customization.
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Traits Marketplace
Disruptive Technology

One of the key advantages of dynamic

NFTs is the ability to swap out different

traits, allowing for endless possibilities in

customization and upgrading. One Mint's

Traits Marketplace is the one-stop-shop for

users to upgrade their dynamic NFTs and

swap out different traits.



In the Traits Marketplace, users can browse the available

traits and select the ones they want to add to their dynamic

NFTs. Once a trait is purchased, it can be easily integrated

into the NFT via One Mint's user-friendly dashboard, which

provides a simple and intuitive interface for managing all

aspects of the NFT creation and customization process.

The Traits Marketplace also offers a secure and transparent

platform for buying and selling traits, with all transactions

recorded on the blockchain for added security and

transparency.

With One Mint's Traits Marketplace, users have complete

control over the customization and upgrading of their

dynamic NFTs, creating endless possibilities for creativity

and revenue generation.
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White-Label
A solution for Businesses

One Mint's white-labeled solution allows users to fully customize the branding of their

NFT collection and create a seamless experience for their buyers. With our white-

labeled solution, users can add their own branding and logos to their NFT collection

and create a unique look and feel that represents their brand.
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Not only does this enhance brand recognition and create a

more professional appearance, but it also instills trust in

buyers who may be more likely to purchase NFTs from a

collection that looks more legitimate and professional.

In addition, our white-labeled solution provides users with a

custom domain and subdomain options, ensuring that the

NFT collection is hosted on a unique URL. This feature is

particularly valuable for businesses and individuals who want

to have full control over their online presence and ensure

that their NFT collection is easily accessible to their audience.

With One Mint's white-labeled solution, users can take their

NFT collection to the next level and stand out in a crowded

marketplace.
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Cutting Edge Technology

The Benefits of
Using One Mint
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Time and Cost Effective

With One Mint's no-code NFT tools, users can

create and deploy their own NFTs without needing

to write any code, saving time and money compared

to hiring a solidity developer. Additionally, One

Mint's solution is more affordable than traditional

NFT creation methods.

A
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Security and Validation 

One Mint's smart contract

generation tool ensures that users'

NFT collections are secure and

valid. The tool generates custom

smart contracts for NFT collections

that are validated on the blockchain.

C
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Increased Control

One Mint gives users complete control

over the NFT creation and management

process. Users can customize their NFT

collections using One Mint's no-code

tools and manage access to their NFTs

with the access-list manager feature.

B
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User-Friendly Dashboard

We makes it easy for users to

interact with their NFT collections.

Users can manage their collections,

pause or resume sales, change the

token's URI, transfer ownership, and

more, all without to writing any code.
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          "Users can enjoy these benefits and more,               
making it the go-to solution for          

NFT creation and management."

Custom branding
E

Scalability
F
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One Mint's white-labeled solution allows

users to fully customize the branding of

their NFT collection, creating a seamless

experience for their buyers.

Our technology is scalable, allowing

users to grow their NFT collections and

manage them with ease.



If you are interested in learning more about One Mint and how we can help

you create your own NFT collection, please visit our website or contact us

directly. Thank you for your time and consideration, and we look forward to

hearing from you!

fernando.segre@onemint.io

Email Address

10:00 - 18:00 GMT+1

11:00 - 17:00 PST

Schedule

Seattle & Barcelona

Location

Contact Us
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